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Anglo-Saxon Poetry in Iceland: 
The Case of Brunaborgar Bardaga Quida1 

Andrew Wawn 

Though the tale of post-medieval British and North American (re)discovery of 
Old English and Old Icelandic has been well told in recent times,2 that of the 
equivalent Icelandic exploration of Old English has yet to find a teller.3 A loose 
quarto leaf included at the end of Lbs. [Landsbokasafn Islands] MS 800 8vo 
offers one intriguing grain for truth's pile, from which a more comprehensive 
narrative might eventually emerge. The manuscript presents the holograph text of 
Brunaborgar Bardaga Quida, a pioneering Icelandic version of The Battle of 
Brunanburh by Jon Jonsson Espolin (1769-1836), syslumadur, scholar, and saga 
writer. This text dates from the early nineteenth century, and has never been 
printed. It is not the only extant Icelandic version of Brunanburh, now that 
Benedikt Grondal Sveinbjarnarson's incomplete late nineteenth-century text has 
recently come to light, but the early date, manuscript environment, and authorial 
milieu of Jon's version make it worthy of comment. 

The principal work in Lbs. MS 800 8vo, written out in Jon Espolin's 
minute but meticulous hand, is his 404 page Icelandic translation of the poems 
ascribed to 'Blindr Ossian / Bragsmidr Skota' [Blind Ossian, poet of the Scots].5 

This remarkable achievement, its text based almost certainly on the 1807-09 
Danish version of Steen Blicher (1782-1848), can be dated to the period between 
1810 and Jon's death - a conclusion based partly on internal evidence. With paper 
always a scarce resource, Jon clearly stored re-usable spare sheets from dated 
letters received at his various homes (Brekkubajr, Flugumyri, ViSvik, 
FrostastaSir), with the first (from 1801) used for fol. 17, and the last (addressed to 
FrostastaSir, his home from 1822) for fols 365-66. Included with the Ossian 
manuscript is a separate quarto sheet on which we find the text of Jon's 
Brunaborgar Bardaga Quida. The document is not a recycled letter, and has no 
watermarks, but its neat script is identical with (though larger than) that of the 
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Ossian text. We may reasonably assume that the two translations were done at 
much the same time. 

Jon's primary source for his Brunanburh translation was the 'Carmen 
Anglo-Saxonicum de praslio Brunanburgensi inter Danos et Anglos, Anno 937', as 
printed (Anglo-Saxon text with parallel Latin translation) in the 1773 second 
volume of Jacob Langebek's Scriptores rerum Danicarum medii cevi.1 This nine 
volume compilation, the first seven volumes of which were largely the work of 
Langebek, was taken over after his death by other accomplished old northern 
scholars based in Copenhagen, notably Peter Suhm and E. C. Werlauff. 
Langebek's compendium was an impressive example of the politically-driven, 
state-sponsored publication of medieval texts relating to Danish history that had 
begun in the late seventeenth century, and was to find further expression in the 
Old Icelandic text series published in Copenhagen from the 1770s under the 
auspices of the Arnamagneean Commission. Grimur Jonsson Thorkelin's Beowulf 
text and translation, published in 1815, may be viewed as an integral part of 
these activities.9 

As with Jon Espolin's Brunaborgar Bardaga Quida, the Old English text 
for Benedikt Grondal Sveinbjarnarson's late nineteenth-century 'Carmen de 
proelio Brunaburgensi' was also 'ritao eptir Langebek' [copied from Langebek], 
but Grondal was aware that his source was 'viSa rangt' [in many places 
incorrect],1 and he had been able to correct the text from the version established 
in the first volume of C. W. M. Grein's Bibliothek der angelsdchischen Prosa 
(1872-1933)." There was no such safety net for Jon Espolin earlier in the century: 
he had been flying blind with only Langebek's problematic primary text and Latin 
translation(s) to guide him. Jon is most likely to have encountered Scriptores 
rerum Danicarum medii cevi during his three years as a student in Copenhagen 
from May 1789. Unlike his fellow countrymen Grimur Thorkelin, Finnur 
Magnusson and Jporleifur Repp, he seems to have had no sustained contact with 
contemporary British scholars and antiquaries, and is thus unlikely to have been 
aware of the stirrings of interest in Brunanburh in England at this time. For 
instance, Thomas Warton's prose translation had been included in the first edition 

12 

of his History of English Poetry (1774-81), and by the time that Jon was at work 
on his own version, a revised and generously annotated new edition had appeared 
(in 1824),13 but these versions, along with that by James Ingram (1823; verse), 
will almost certainly have passed him by. 

It is just possible that during his Copenhagen years Jon may have come 
across George Hickes's pioneering Linguarum vett. septentrionalium thesaurus 
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grammatico-criticus et archceologicus (1703-05). This massive collection makes 
available both an Old English text of Brunanburh and Henry of Huntingdon's 
twelfth-century Latin version of the poem.15 Hickes is also almost certainly the 
first scholar to draw attention to the metrical and stylistic comparability of Old 
English alliterative verse and Old Icelandic fornyrdislag, by printing on adjacent 
pages extracts from The Fight at Finnsburh and The Waking of Angantyr (from 
Hervarar saga). By highlighting similarities of kenning usage within the two 
traditions, Hickes put down a marker for future exploration of the topic,16 and his 
insight eventually caught the eye of Thomas Warton, who notes that Brunanburh 
'and many other Saxon odes and songs now remaining, are written in a metre 
much resembling that of the scaldic dialogue at the tomb of Angantyr'.17 

It is likely, however, that Jon Espolin had to reinvent this particular wheel 
for himself, and we may say that he makes a remarkably resourceful and 
intelligent job of it. Brunaborgar Bardaga Quida bears ample witness to Jon's 
philological ingenuity and energy. With the help of Langebek's notes and 
appendices, he crumbles the Old English text through his fingers, relishing the 
linguistic challenge it poses and the prosodic continuities it hints at. Jon had 
known the Eddas and sagas of his native land since he was a child, of course, 
and draws deftly on his accumulated knowledge when creating his own pastiche 
sagas such as Sagan af Hdlfdani gamla og sonum hans. That work's archaised 
vocabulary and specially-crafted fornyrdislag verses may well have been 
designed to trick or tease the Copenhagen scholarly mafia,18 and such 
ventriloquial gifts made Jon the ideal man to exploit the similarities of 
alliteration, compound vocabulary, formulaic phrase, and narrative motif in the 
earliest poetic traditions of two North Atlantic islands. Jon duly adopted the 
Eddie fornyrdislag, with its pattern of interlinear alliteration, as the medium 
best suited for the Brunanburh text, as did his contemporaries Jon J?orlaksson and 
Jonas Hallgrimsson when translating English and European poetry.1 

The text presented here is a relatively conservative one that seeks to 
preserve Jon's spellings, word division, capitalisation, and unstandardised 
accents; d for 6 is retained throughout, but some clarificatory punctuation has 
been added. Jon provides occasional annotation, some of which is cited. A 
relatively unvarnished English translation is provided: 

Raesir herjarla, Lord of battle-earls, 
recka hringiafi, ring-giver of men, 
Harri Adalsteinn King Athelstan, 
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hliri med Iatmundi 
bardist at broddaleiki 
brondum eggskaurpum, 
gatu frasgd aefilanga 
gylfar at borg Bruna. 

brother alongside Edmund, 
fought at spear-play, 
with sharp-edged swords; 
they won life-long fame, 
heroes at Brunaburh. 

Kiaurmegir Iatvards 
klufu bar briostvarnir, 
hiuggu dyra skiauldu, 
hellz var beim kynlagit 
landi vaurn veita 
fyr vikinga lidi 
hefd og heimkynni, 
moti hverjum fianda. 

Valr fell bar Skota, 
vikingar Dana hnigu 
cerinn var bo fyristada 
afl beim lengi dugdi, 
hlumdi gaurd harla, 
hraustir kappar dou, 
fra pvi er glofaugr 
Guds drottins sunna 
gyllti glaestann dag 
til bess geek i asgi nidr. 

Kappar lagu Skota 
und kaustum spiota, 
Skytar og Nordannmenn 
med skiauldum daudir, 
elltu Vestr-Saxar 
alia daglangann 
rackir at brandslogum 
reidmenn ovina. 

Edward's select band 
breached breast-defences there, 10 

hewed precious shields; 

it was most in their nature 
to offer defence to land, 

against a viking horde, 
honour and home, 15 
against every foe. 

The Scottish slain fell there, 
Danish vikings fell, 

though in opposition 

their strength long sufficed, 20 
assaulted the stronghold fiercely; 

bold heroes died, 
from when the radiant 
sun of the Lord God 

gilded the shining day 25 

until it went down into the sea. 

Heroes laid low Scots 

under the casting of spears -

Scots and Norsemen 

dead among the shields; 30 
the West Saxons chased 
all day long 
the bold ones at blade-clashes, 

enemy horsemen. 

Hiuggu flugargiaurnum They hewed those eager to flee, 35 

halsa ok baktygi, necks and back-armour, 
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brustu vid brynhringar 
bukar rofnudu, 
skyrir beittu skioldungar 
skorpum kvernbytum, 
spordu eigi Merkimenn 
spiot eda hogg mikil, 
atgaungr afarlegar, 
orku gyldlega, 
beim er med Olafi 
of asgi a sneckjum komu. 

Lagu a vigvelli, 
lamdir sverdshoggum 
ungir jaufrar fimm, 
oc bo allhvassir, 
earlar sio samann 
beir er Olafi fylgdu, 
hundmaurg biod skota, 
oc af hafi vikingar; 
hilmir Nordmanna21 

hrauck einn til skeyda, 
fleytti falidadr 
a flod hid skumhvita, 
braugnum var hann horfin 
barg svo lifi sinu. 

broke mail-rings, 
bodies were destroyed; 
cunning kings wielded 
sharp swords; 40 
the Mercians did not spare 
spears or mighty blows, 
mighty attacks, 
great force 
against those who with Olafr 45 
came from the sea in ships. 

Lay on the battlefield, 
struck down with sword blows, 
five young kings -
though very fierce; 50 
seven jarls together, 
who followed Olafr; 
a mighty band of Scots, 
and vikings from the sea; 
a chief of the Northmen, 5 5 
slunk off to a ship -
launched with a few followers 
onto the frothy-white flood; 
from men did he disappear, 
saved thus his life. 60 

Kamn var Constantinus 
komst hann a flug undann, 
hermadr inn hari 
til heima nordr vinna, 
hasldit vopnaleiki, 
hnigi hans frandr allir, 
vinir a vigflautu, 
og vaskr arfpegi, 
ungr i brynju la 
bar eptir helfaerdr. 

Canny was Constantine. 
He escaped by flight, 
the lofty warrior, 
to head home to the north, 
he gloried in weapon-play; 65 
all his kinsfolk fell, 
friends on the battle-field, 
and his valiant heir, 
young in armour, lay 
there, death bound. 70 
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Kunni ne inn bleikhari 
kasni herjaufr 
at bat happi hrosa, 
ne Olafr bardaga, 
peir eda herr beirra 
purftut frasgd haela 
i vopnydiu kappa 
pars vaullu nar pakti, 
sverd of hatt glumdu 
enn saung i spiotflugum 
oc jarnum skipta skyldi 
vid latvards erfivaurdu. 

The bleached-haired one could not, 
canny battle-lord, 
boast of that good luck; 
nor Olafr of the battle; 
(neither) they nor their army 75 
needed to boast of glory 
in armed conflict, 
where the dead covered the battlefield; 
swords clashed noisily, 
still sang in spear-flights, 80 
and would have sword-dealings 
with Edward's heirs. 

Leif styrdi Nordann-manna The rest of the Norsemen steered -
litud var nun vigblodi, stained were they with battle-blood -
seymdum sneckjum sinum their studded long-ships, 85 
a sae afardjupann, 
of vedrmeginn a?gis, 
vegords andvana, 
allt til Dyflinnar 
pars Irar bygd halda. 

out on the deep ocean, 
to the windy region of the sea, 
bereft of glory -
all the way to Dublin, 
where the Irish are settled. 90 

Barmar hvurfu badir, 
brondum hulidum 
Englaver og audlingr 2 

endr af heidi nordann 
heim til Vestr Saxa, 
hofdu getit a;rnann sigr, 
leifdu val gulum 
poddum landmyra, 
vorgum allmorgum 
er vida til sott. 

Both brothers disappeared 
with hidden brands. 
The defender of Angles and leader, 
formerly from the northern heath, 
home to the West Saxons, 95 
had won victory enough; 
they left the slain to the yellow 
frogs of the marshes, 
to the many wolves 
who ravaged far and wide. 100 

Hrafn kom bar biugnefr, 
hinn hasi fenja byggvir, 
fugl inn fotguli, 
glodi fliugandi, 

A bent-nosed raven came there, 
the hoarse dweller of the fens, 
the yellow-footed fowl, 
gleaming in flight; 
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glenta kom in gradga, 
oc inn grabeini 
ulfr af eydimaurku, 
atu bar verd mikinn. 

came the greedy-mouthed one, 
and the grey-boned one, 
a wolf from the marches -
they ate there a mighty meal. 

105 

Ar varat a eyju 
i inum aldraenum 
skram bar skata getit 
skjomum eggfranum 
fleiri veginna, 
sidz foru um haf austann 
Saxar oc sudr Englar 
at saskja land Breta, 
ba Vali gatu sigra 
og vaska jarla felldu, 
Visar inir veggiornu, 
Vodans attkonir.24 

23 

Not in the early -
in the ancient - annals of the isles, 110 
is mention made there, 
with sharp-edged swords, 
of greater slaughter of men, 
since from the east went 
Saxons and South Angles 115 
to visit the land of the Britons; 
then they defeated the Welsh 
and slew valiant jarls -
the leaders eager for glory, 
the kindred of Woden. 120 

A comparison of 11. 27-36 in Jon's translation with the equivalent passage in the 
Benedikt Grondal version (11. 23-32; quoted with the emended version of 
Langebek's Old English text from which he worked) helps to identify the different 

25 
priorities of the two translators. First Grondal: 

Skota ly6ir 
ok skip-flotnar 
feigir fellu 
fold duna3i 
seggja sveita 
si5an sunna upp 
um morgun ti5 
masra tungl 
leid yfir grundir 
guds kyndill bjartr 
eilifs drottins 
unz at hin agseta a5al skepna 
seig at setri 

Sceotta leo6e 
and scip-flotan 
fa?ge feollon 
feld dynade (dennede) 
secga svate 
si66an sunne up 
on morgen tid 
maere tungol 
gla6 ofer grundas 
godes condel beorht 
eces dryhtnes 
ob bat sio sethele gesceaft 
sah to setle 
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These lines bear the mark of ajeu d'esprit, as one of nineteenth-century Iceland's 
most accomplished wordsmiths celebrates the ease with which cognate Icelandic 
forms can be found to accommodate and mimic the Old English phraseology.26 

Translation borders on transliteration, not out of insecurity or lack of imagination, 
but as a display of linguistic ingenuity. The Espolin version of these same lines 
presents a different stylistic face to the world: 

Valr fell bar Skota, 
vikingar Dana hnigu 
cerinn var bo fyristada 
afl peim lengi dugdi, 20 
hlumdi gaurd harla, 
hraustir kappar dou, 
fra pvi er glofaugr 
Guds drottins sunna 
gyllti glasstann dag 25 
til bess geek i asgi nidr. 

Though Jon is alert to parallels between Old English and Icelandic vocabulary 
other priorities are also identifiable. For instance, we may note the pattern of 
Eddie echo and allusion established here, as where valr (1. 27) [those slain in 
battle] recalls the fateful valkyries at kiosa val [selecting the slain]. Jon's response 
to feld dynede involves the rare Eddie verb hlytnja (1. 31) rather than the more 
prosaic dynja. And Jon's sun sinks with more residual mythological resonance -
geek i a;gi nidr (1. 36) [went down in the sea] - than does Grondal's, which, in 
more courtly fashion, seig at setri [sank to its setting/abode]. The elaboration of 
gyllti gleestann dag (1. 35) [gilded the shining day] recalls the enamelled diction of 
skaldic verse, though only by sacrificing the formulaic variation in the Old 
English 'Godes condel beorht / Eces Dryhtnes', an element eventually restored by 
Grondal in 'guds kyndill bjartr / eilifs drottins' [bright candle of God, of the 
Eternal Lord]. Lastly, by generating two verbs, fell (1. 27) and hnigu (1. 28), to 
cover OEfeollan, Jon achieves his own variation, albeit at the loss of the bleak 
simplicity of Brunanburh, where the same verb governs the fate shared by the 
doomed warriors on both sides. 

The stylistic characteristics signalled in these lines are confirmed by Jon's 
treatment of preceding sixteen lines with which the poem opens. The Icelandic 
version is accompanied here by Langebek's unamended Old English text: 
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Rassir herjarla, 
recka hringiafi, 
Harri Adalsteinn 
hlira med Iatmundi 
bardist at broddaleiki 

,EDELSTAN Cyning. 
Eorla Drihten. 
Beorna beah-gyfa. 
And his brodor eac Eadmund asdeling. 
Ealdor langne tyr. 5 

brondum eggskaurpum, Geslohgon a?t secce. 
gatu fragd sefilanga Sveorda ecgum. 
gylfar at borg Bruna. Ymbe Brunanburh. 

Kiaurmegir Iatvards 
klufu bar briostvarnir, 
hiuggu dyra skiauldu, 
hellz var beim kynlagit 
landi vaurn veita 
fyr vikinga lidi 
hefd og heimkynni, 
moti hverjum fianda. 

Bord-veal clufan. 
Heovan headolinde. 10 
Hamora lafan. 
Afaran EADVEARDES 
Sva him gea;dele vass. 
From cneo-masgum. 
Thaer hie ast campe. 15 
Oft vid ladra gehvajne. 
Land ealgodon. 
Hord and hamas hettend crungun. 

The Norsemen may have come second at the real Battle of Brunanburh, but Jon's 
energies seem devoted here to ensuring that old northern poetic tradition wins the 
replay nine centuries later. He immediately winches up the stylistic register by 
deploying medieval poetic vocabulary, as with roesir (1. 1), harri (1. 3), hliri (1. 4), 
and gylfar (1. 8); and he finds additional metaphoric colour and complexity as 
secce becomes broddaleiki (1. 5), and Sveorda ecgum re-emerges as brondum 
eggskaurpum (1. 6). And if Hamora lafan proves to be a kenning too far for him, 
Jon adopts a deft solution - hellz var peim kynlagit (1. 12) - for the potentially 
tricky Sva him geoedele vces; he finds a matching triad - landi (1. 13) / hefd / 
heimkynni (1. 15) - for land [. . .] hord and hamas; and senses the parallels 
between clufan [. . .] Heovan and klufu (1. 10) / hiuggu (1. 11). As for hettend, no 
English translator of Brunanburh during Jon's lifetime used 'viking' as the 
naturalised English form of Old Icelandic vikingr. The word was virtually 
unknown in Britain until the beginning of the nineteenth century, and took its 
time thereafter to achieve its full romantic resonance; whereas Jon's fyr vikinga 
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lidi (1. 14) reminds us that vikingr had been an integral part of the Icelandic 
literary word-hoard for a thousand years. 

After this opening flourish the stylistic register is taken down a notch or 
two, as Jon's translation responds deftly to the rhetorical challenges of the original -
the kennings, the litotes, the formulaic motifs, and the concluding authenticating 
glance towards the bee [ . . . ] / Ealde udvitan [books [. . .] aged sagas] of the 
Langebek Old English original. An occasional error catches the eye, as in Jon's 

27 

improbable augmentation of the familiar beasts of battle topos. As comparison 

with Campbell's 1938 Old English edition confirms, the Langebek version used 

by Jon represented quite a challenge to any Enlightenment-Age Anglo-Saxonist, 

no matter how accomplished: 

Lastan him behyndan. 

Hrasfn Bryttian 

Salu vipadan 

And thone sveartan hrefn. 
Hyrned nebban 

And thane hasean padan. 

Earn asftan hvit asses brucan. 
Grasdigne gud-hafoc. 
And thaet gras-gedeor vulf on vaslde.28 (Langebek) 

Letan him behindan hrce bryttian 
saluwigpadan, pone sweartan hrasfn, 
hyrnednebban, and bane hasupadan 

earn asftan hwit, asses brucan 
grasdigne guohafoc ond bast grasge deor, 
wulf on wealde. (Campbell) 
[They left behind them, corpses to enjoy, 
the dark-plumed one, the black raven, 
horny-beaked, and the dun-plumed one, 
the eagle, white of tail, carrion to enjoy, 
greedy war-bird, and that grey beast, 
wolf in the wood] 

Variant readings, both helpful (hasean padan: hasopadari) and unhelpful (Hrasfn 

Bryttian: hrav Bryttigean), are supplied by the Danish editor, as are two 
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paraphrastic Latin translations in which ingenuity and inaccuracy vie for 
supremacy: 

Ergo corvus niger ore cornutus, & buffo liuens, aqvila cum 
milvo, canis, lupusque mixtus colore, his sunt deliciis 
diu recreati. 
[And so the black crow, horned in its mouth/beak, and the 
dark-coloured toad, and the eagle with the kite, and the dog, 
and the wolf of mingled colour—by these delicacies were 
they long refreshed] (Henry of Huntington, twelfth century) 

Corvus Britannos esca emunxit, & iste niger corvus, fronte 
cornutus, lividusque bufo. Aqvila albam escam secuta, 
milvo usa [sic] voraci intestino, lupusqve dominio voracior. 
[The crow despoiled the Britons with its booty, and it is a 
black crow, horned in its beak, and the toad too is bluish-
black. The eagle is in pursuit of the white tid-bit, and so too 
is the kite, which uses its voracious stomach, and so too 
does the wolf, more voracious in its dominion] (Abraham 
Wheloc, 1644)30 

With such uncertain guidance at Jon's disposal, it is hardly surprising that 
Langebek's 'Lastan him behyndan / Hraefn Bryttian I Salu vipadan' unravels into 
'leifdu val gulum / poddum landmyra' (11. 98-99) [they left the slain to the yellow 
frogs of the marshes]. After all, even Anglo-Saxon scribes had stumbled over 
saluwigpadan and hasupadan.31 That gulum poddum [poddum] could emerge, 
with no encouragement from the Latin versions, shows that Jon had his eye on the 
Old English text,32 which could have suggested an Icelandic noun phrase along 
the lines of sol padda [sallow/yellow frog]). 3 We might add, however, that it is 
not clear what sort of creature Jon may have understood by an Icelandic padda, 
for what the famously brief seventy-second chapter in The Natural History of 
Iceland (1758) says of snakes - 'No snakes of any kind are to be met with in the 
whole of Island'34 - could just as easily have been said of frogs. 

To set against Jon's struggle with the beasts of battle, we may note several 
more positive features. Firstly, in the manuscript Jon favours a stanzaic 
presentation of the poem (the first line of each new verse is inset slightly) which 
anticipates the arrangement to be found in Alfred Lord Tennyson's 1880 
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translation of Brunanburh. Secondly, the careful treatment of 'Leif styrSi 
Nor3ann-manna / [ . . . ] seymdum sneckjum sinum' (11. 84, 86) [The remnants of 
the Norsemen steered their studded long-ships] is impressive. This reading 
accords with Langebek's gloss on dreorig dara tha laf (OE laf linked with Latin 
reliqvice and Old Icelandic leijf6 and ignores the siren voices of Henry of 
Huntingdon and Wheloc (both quoted by Langebek) who associate laf with a 
named individual, Anlaf/Anlavus (Olafr). Thirdly, the battle depiction seems 
more three-dimensional in Jon's version. At the point where the Old English poet 
tells how the West Saxons 'Heovon here-flyman / Hindan thearle mecum / Mylen 
scearpan' [fiercely they hewed down from behind with mill-sharp swords those 
who fled], Jon's Icelandic (11. 35-43) projects additional physicality onto the 
conflict's ebb and flow. Fourthly, in that same passage the transformation of 
mecum /Mylen scearpan into skorpum kvernbytum attracts one of the translator's 
more intriguing marginal notes: 'tar kenningin er bvilik Engil Saxeyskum; hefi eg 
leidt mer i hug ad beir bradr hafi att sverd svo kollud eins og bad Adalsteinn gaf 
Hakoni, sem hafi verid reind i bvi sama, bvi traudt muna Engil Saxar k[e]n[n]t 
hafa vid hans sverd' [here the kenning is similar to the Anglo-Saxon (one). It has 
occurred to me that the brothers (Athelstan and Edmund) may have had swords 
with names similar to the one for the sword that Athelstan gave to Hakon, swords 
which were put to the test in the same (battle), for the Anglo-Saxons will hardly 
have named their swords after his]. Jon wonders whether Brunanburh's 'mill-
sharp swords' expression may derive indirectly from Kvernbitr, the name by 
which the sword given to King Hakon g65i Haraldsson by his English foster-
father King Athelstan came to be known, after the precocious Hakon had split a 
mill-stone with it.37 Perhaps the fame of that original weapon and its name 
encouraged the brothers to create equivalent Old English names for their own 
swords, with that term eventually finding expression in the Old English poem. 
And, we may add, perhaps it did not! 

If the language and style of Brunaborgar Bardaga Quida have their 
intriguing features, so does the cultural politics underpinning it. For all his interest 
in British literature, as confirmed by his translations from the Ossianic corpus and 
of Brunanburh, Jon was certainly not motivated by the pro-English political 
preoccupations of several of his scholarly fellow countrymen. For Icelanders such 
as I>orleifur Repp (who lived in Edinburgh 1826-37) and Eirikur Magniisson (in 
Cambridge from the mid 1860s until his death in 1913),39 the relentless assertion 
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of medieval cultural affinities between England and Iceland was part of a 
dedicated strategy to loosen the hold of modern Danish political control over their 
native land, by drawing attention to alternative cultural-political compatibilities 
with the British Isles. Thus, for Repp and Eirikur the identification of linguistic 
parallels between Icelandic and English medieval literature represents a prelude to 
political action. Jon Espolin had good reason to see things differently. He was a 
syslumadur, a regional official in Iceland, responsible to the Danish government 
for law and order. He was, moreover, a poacher turned game-keeper—the 
dissolute, debt-ridden, billiard-playing student reprobate who become an 
energetic functionary of the Danish crown, touring the valleys of north Iceland on 
horseback, fighting the good fight against drink, debauchery, dodgy dealing, and 
disputed paternity suits. Thoughts of devoting his poetical and philological 
energies to the cause of challenging Danish authority in Iceland will have been far 
from his mind. Moreover, we may note that the prefatory matter to the second 
volume (containing Brunaborga Bardaga Quida) of Langebek's Scriptores rerum 
Danicarum medii cevi would have reminded him, had any reminder been needed, 
of where the loyalties of Icelandic civil servants such as himself should lie. The 
volume is dedicated to the young Crown Prince Frederik, 'Principi Haeredi 
Danise, Norvegias, Vandalorum, Gothorumque, Duci Slesvici, Holsatiss, 
Stormariae, et Ditmarsise, Comiti in Oldenburgo et Delmenhorst' [Heir Apparent 
to the Danes, Norwegians, Vandals, and Goths; Duke of Slesvic, Holsten, 
Stormarn, Ditmarsken; Count of Oldenburg and Delmenhorst]. Such ceremonial 
fanfares recall the warfare by dedication that marked the publications of Swedish 
and Danish scholars of the old north during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. The Langebek volumes ensured that this loyalist spirit continued to 
resonate well into the nineteenth century, providing a counterpoint to the 
emerging pulse of Icelandic romantic nationalism. 

Jon's scholarly preoccupation is with history in all its shapes and sizes. As 
his chronicle-style narratives reveal, no-one knew better than he what was going 
on in his native SkagafjorSur,42 and his breezy accounts of national events over 
several centuries enjoyed widespread popularity.43 Jon's fascination with Ossian 
and the Langebek Brunanburh may be seen as part of his deep-rooted interest in 
the re-imagining and re-narration of medieval history, both European and from 
further afield. Unlike his Islands Arbcekur i sogu-formi, which were published in 
Copenhagen (by Hi3 islenska bokmenntafelag, 1821-55), only two of his more 
specialist historical narratives found a publisher (in Iceland), and that was twenty 
years after his death.44 Ossian's works certainly had their admirers in Iceland, 
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but Jon's lengthy page translation may have seemed rather too much of a good 
thing for even the boldest nineteenth-century publisher at sixty-six degrees north. 
As for Brunaborgar Bardaga Quida, it is not hard to imagine such a work finding 
a ready readership in journals such as Skirnir or Eimreidin, but there is no 
evidence that Jon ever sought publication. So it is that the poem was left to gather 
dust and damp among the translator's papers, a silent witness, firstly, to the 
inquisitive and enterprising spirit of a still under-rated Icelandic writer in whose 
work Philology and Mercury found a surprisingly happy marriage; and, secondly, 
to the completion of a virtuous cultural circle, whereby an Old English poem 
originally influenced by Old Icelandic poetry, is eventually re-absorbed into 
Icelandic literary tradition. 
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